
LocumBase: Simplifying the
Locum Booking Process
About

LocumBase is an independent online booking, payment & management platform that provides
real-time availability of and access to verified Locum medical professionals to pharmacies, medical
practices, hospitals & clinics at a fraction of the time and financial cost of traditional recruitment
methods.

We are proudly South African with a vision and mission to simplify the Locum booking process without
any fee-heavy implications for Practices and Locums. We ensure secure record keeping and an
“open-market” model that helps a Practice effectively grow their business and ultimately assist
healthcare professionals utilize their skilled hours.

At LocumBase we believe that Locums need to be fairly compensated for their skilled hours against
their experience. We do not charge a Locum to gain access to bookings via our platform and you can
sign up for free today at www.locumbase.com.

SAMA members that have their own practice receive a 1-year premium package for free from the date
of sign up! This gives you access to the full LocumBase dashboard experience and includes unlimited
bookings at a discounted 10% facilitation fee. All of this great value because you are a registered SAMA
member!

We see you

LocumBase.com empowers Locum medical professionals (independent contractors) to earn
their worth in a flexible way. The LocumBase platform automates all admin enabling
confirmation, payments and reviews of a Practice, and a Locum's service at a click of a button.

Not only a technical platform, LocumBase is a supportive ecosystem, a growing community
on a mission to uplift the quality of healthcare in SA, while optimising pharmacy, practice and
hospital businesses and enabling flexible earning opportunities for medical professionals
nationwide.

Leading the Locum Revolution

LocumBase.com is the first marketplace platform in South Africa that empowers both medical
practices and medical practitioners, from Optometrists and Pharmacists to GPs and Nurses.

Your practice is a business that needs to keep caring for your patients while you take that much-needed
break or attend a conference.

We want you to empower you with the best solution possible whatever your need is.

http://www.locumbase.com


Showcasing success stories

With the focus on empowering medical professionals, primary practitioners and practice owners to do
their best work in an environment of flexibility and taking the time they need to revive and recharge,
LocumBase has helped practice owners and Locums in various ways.

Recently, an optometry practice owner was in a state of panic as she desperately required a Locum to
take care of her practice while she focused on her traditional and modern wedding ceremonies and
honeymoon for two weeks. She had been building her practice for over two years without taking any
time off and definitely deserved a break. She selected a Locum via the LocumBase platform, knowing
that she could enjoy this very special time of her life without worry.

The medical space is all about people, and helping medical professionals live their best lives means
better care can be provided. With over 4000 Locums (across professions) and over 600 practices on our
system, the demand is there to work smarter with tools of the trade that weren’t available only a few
short years ago.

With the events in healthcare over the last year, we have seen the demand for continuous access to
flexible healthcare rise. LocumBase is positioned to meet this need with tools that empower both
medical professionals and practices through the supportive ecosystem that brings various elements in
the healthcare industry together to help you live your best balanced life.

The future of your business

The future looks bright, with LocumBase.

Our team is agile and able to continually improve the Locum booking process with the help of your
review inputs which are highly valued at LocumBase.

We look forward to welcoming you to the LocumBase family and happy to help with any questions you
may have. Contact us at hello@locumbase.com or give us a call on 021 201 7390.

Our founder and CEO Zulé Vuuren says; “We are striving towards a healthcare sector where continuous
quality care can be ensured by distributing the necessary healthcare skills to where and when needed
most.” You can find out more about LocumBase by visiting us on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/locumbase
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